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$1$ [1344]. $81$-Million [1504]. 10,000 $1$ [1089, 1111]. $8250$ [1528]. 3 $4$ [1405, 2086]. $?=0$ [916]. $\chi$ [322]. $\Phi$ [144].


3DSP [2144]. 3rd [314].

4 $1633$. 4Developers [1836]. 4GL [2144].

5 $1365$. 5.0 [2144]. 52 [231].

64 [1711].

7 $1987$. 754 [1620].

802 [71].


Handsets [1504]. Haddad [357]. half [638]. half-truths [638]. Hamlet [1471].
Hasn’t [1453]. Hazards [958]. Headaches [1894]. Headed [672, 805, 867, 919, 942].
Herd [2039]. Here [1343, 1499]. Heresy [1187]. Heterogeneity [200].
Heterogeneous [199, 201, 206, 456, 457, 459, 460, 462, 463, 489, 888, 976]. Hewlett [2013].
Hierarchical [18, 34, 38, 2032]. Hierarchically [109]. Hierarchies [636].
High-Assurance [1637, 1638].
High-Availability [178]. High-Capacity [1453, 1553]. High-Consequence [1640].
High-Density [426]. High-End [1789].
High-Pressure [705]. High-Reliability [586]. High-Speed [116, 393, 588, 701, 721, 1605, 1804].
High-Tech [1290, 1582, 1819]. Higher [122, 1607, 2021]. Higher-Level [1607].
I-CMM [1525]. I/O [190, 583, 584, 589–592, 734, 1132, 1897, 2071].
Sound [153, 234, 367]. SoundWorks [234].
SourceAgain [1518]. Sources [1345].
Specification [1, 826, 936, 1047, 1645, 2001, 2127].
Specification-Driven [826].
Specifications [485]. Specified [412].
Spoken-Language [1151, 1155].
Stage [1661, 2093]. Stake [2095].
Stakeholder [1915].
Statecharts [1409]. Statements [1767].
Stream-Cipher [113]. Streamed [1714].
Structured [16, 17, 109, 172, 912, 1129].
Structures [514, 1438, 1695]. Struggle [1451]. Student [1670, 2071, 2083, 2110].
Successfully [683]. Such [1797]. Sue [1942].
1504, 1577, 1810, 1912]. used [450]. Useful [1085]. User [86, 93, 179, 525, 786, 895, 1178, 1303, 1507, 1548, 1805, 1832, 1835].


Utilities [1062, 1947].


Visas [1481, 1732, 1819]. Visibility [2086].

Vision [218–220, 223–228, 1341, 1410, 1411, 1521, 1713, 2118].


WAP [2012]. War [1481, 1625, 1776, 1777].

warehouse [875]. Warfare [1930].


Watered [1368].

watermarking [1163]. Wave [1723].
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